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摘  要 
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Many people are deeply impressed by Hui’an women’s diligence. Before the 
popularity of mass media, people might just be familiar with these women in real life, 
but for those who couldn’t have real contact, they had no idea about them until the 
appearance of mass media. However, when did the media image of “diligence” come 
from? What was it like in the early media? How did the media present it? This paper 
aims to analyze early Hui’an women’s image and find out its origin and historical 
meaning so as to deepen people’s recognition. 
Part 1：It introduces the research background, significance and literature review. 
Part 2：It introduces the methods and the design of research. 
Part 3：It gives a brief account of the real Hui’an women, which serves as a 
contrast for the research. 
Part 4：In this part, a comprehensive discourse analysis would be conducted, two 
representative reports from People’s Daily being taken as cases. To be exact, the 
analysis would be in both text and context with a reference to a Dutch scholar Teun 
A.Van Dijk’s theory on discourse analysis. 
Part 5：It presents the results of the research and discussion. The image of 
diligent Hui’an women conveys connotations including hardworking and struggling. 
However, the news report is linked to social ideology which, in the form of words, 
tends to weaken the vivid image to some extent, so the image is not translated in full. 
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福建省漳州市东山县铜钵村。1950 年 5 月 10 日，国民党兵从东山败退时，在东山岛抓走 4700 多名壮
丁，其中从铜钵村就抓走了 147 名，使 91 名青年妇女成了“活寡妇”。铜钵村因而也被称为“寡妇村”。
电影让福建东山县的寡妇村演员穿上福建惠安县惠女服装，难免让人有所误解。《寡妇村》这部电影曾
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